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Abstract: Ring resonator is an essential element in silicon
integrated circuit, it is widely used as ﬁlter, wavelength
multiplexer and switch in single-mode operation regime.
As the rapid development of mode division multiplexing
(MDM) technique, ring resonator that can process multimode signals simultaneously and uniformly is highly
desired. However, the severe modal dispersion makes
identical transmission for different modes very hard. In
this paper, by breaking through the limitation of conventional multi-mode manipulation design with evanescent
coupling or mode interference, we propose and demonstrate a multi-mode ring resonator (MMRR) inspired by
the free space geometric optics. Arbitrary number of
supporting modes can be achieved by simply widening the
waveguide width. For proof-of-concept demonstration, an
MMRR supporting four modes is fabricated with uniform
transmittance. Furthermore, architecture of cascaded four
MMRRs are also demonstrated experimentally.
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1 Introduction
Silicon photonics is commonly regarded as a promising
solution for inter/intra data-centre connections due to its
advantages as low-cost, strong mode confinement and
compatibility with matured Complementary Metal-OxideSemiconductor (CMOS) technologies [1–3]. To meet the
increasing demand of the chip-level transmission capacity,
conventional multiplexing technologies on wavelength,
polarization dimensions have been intensively utilized
[4]. In the past decade, the mode division multiplexing
(MDM) technique attracts more and more attentions by
introducing high-order modes to further enlarge the
transmission capacity [5]. To build up a chip-level MDM
network, building blocks such as mode converter and
mode multiplexer are exclusively investigated [6–12].
Other multi-mode processing elements including crossing
and bend are also reported [13–17]. Furthermore, advanced
circuits like multi-mode switches have also been demonstrated [18–22]. Multi-mode devices are playing key roles in
MDM network.
Due to the severe modal dispersion in conventional silicon multi-mode waveguide, a demultiplexing-processingmultiplexing architecture is commonly utilized in multi-mode
circuit, resulting in a complex and inefficient device layout.
To address this problem, a novel mode insensitive architecture is introduced to process the MDM signals simultaneously, and a great deal of effort has been made [23–26],
achieving the small-footprint and low-loss multi-mode power
splitter, ﬁlter and switch.
Ring resonator, an essential element widely used
in single-mode operation network [27], is highly desired
in MDM system to realize signiﬁcant applications like
ﬁltering, wavelength multiplexing and switching. However, it is not easy to realize a mode insensitive multi-mode
ring resonator (MMRR), due to the severe modal dispersion
existed in the coupling region and the bend waveguide.
Reported MMRR [23] used adiabatic Bezier curve for 90°
bend and optimized racetrack for uniform dual-mode
coupling. This design method is time-consuming and hard
to support more modes. Consequently, the demonstrated
device only worked for two modes. Furthermore, severe
difference on free spectral ranges (FSRs) for the two modes
limits its application in practical system.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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In this paper, we break through the limitation of
conventional multi-mode manipulation design thoughts
such as evanescent coupling and mode interference.
Inspired by free space geometric optics, we propose an
MMRR with the help of total internal reflection (TIR) effect
and frustrated TIR (FTIR) coupling method. The TIR and
FTIR have been studied for free space optics [28]. In recent
years, integrated devices based on TIR and FTIR structures
become more and more attractive. Compact bend waveguide and coupler with broad bandwidth are demonstrated
on thick silicon platform [29, 30]. Here, we introduce TIR
and FTIR into the multi-mode ring resonator design,
achieving the mode insensitive operation on 220 nm
silicon-on-isolator (SOI) platform. By utilizing a wider
waveguide, light propagates in the plane as in free space
while still being conﬁned vertically in the waveguide. In
this case, the waveguide effect tends to be negligible in
the plane, and thus light propagation can be considered as
the ray trajectory in the media. Therefore, the modal
dispersion issue that limits the conventional multi-mode
manipulation is solved fundamentally. Arbitrary number
of supporting modes can be achieved by simply widening
the waveguide width. For demonstration, we design and
fabricate the MMRR supporting four modes. Measured
transmission spectra are in accordance with the simulation. High uniformities on FSR, insertion loss and crosstalk
indicate that the proposed mode insensitive manipulation
is successfully achieved. Furthermore, architecture of
four cascaded MMRRs is demonstrated and characterized
experimentally.

2 Design and simulation
Schematic diagram of the proposed MMRR is shown in
Figure 1(a). The device consists of four 90° bends and two
coupling regions, forming the ring loop and loop access,
respectively. Different modes at resonance wavelengths

are coupled into the ring through the In port, and coupled
out from the Drop port. The effective indices for seven
transverse electric (TE) modes with different waveguide
widths are calculated and shown in Figure 1(b). It can be
seen that the modal dispersion decreases with the waveguide width increasing. All modes tend to degenerate to the
slab mode that propagates in the plane as in free space
when waveguide width is much larger than the operation
wavelength. Thus, different modes behave similar and a
uniform process can be expected for all modes. Design and
corresponding simulation details of the coupling region
and 90° bends are introduced in following sections. The
ﬁnite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is utilized for
the simulations of coupling region and 90° bends.

2.1 Coupling region
In order to realize uniform coupling for all modes, the
coupling region needs to be specifically designed. The
conventional coupling schemes rely on the theories of
evanescent coupling and mode interference, such as the
directional couplers (DCs) [24], multi-mode interference
(MMI) couplers [26] and adiabatic couplers (ACs) [23]. Due
to the severe modal dispersion, the interference image
positions and coupling lengths differ signiﬁcantly for
different modes, making the coupling characters very
different.
In free space geometric optics, cube beam splitter
consisting of a pair of right-angle prisms is generally utilized for light splitting. Specific splitting ratio can be achieved by designing the metallic-dielectric coating between
the two prisms. Here, we use the same concept to realize an
on-chip multi-mode coupler. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
schematic of the proposed multi-mode coupler. Two TIR
mirrors are placed closely with a trench aligned 45° to the
waveguide, forming a FTIR coupler [28, 29]. The TIR mirror
and the trench correspond to right-angle prism and

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the multi-mode
ring resonator. (b) Calculated effective
indices for TE0–TE6 modes with different
waveguide widths at 1550 nm.
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order modes that to be demonstrated. The transmission
spectra from 1500 to 1600 nm for TE0 and TE3 modes are
also calculated, as shown in Figure 2(e) and (f). In the
legend “01-T” and “01-C”, “0” stands for the input TE0
mode, while “1” stands for the output TE1 mode. The letter
“T” refers to the Through port, and the letter “C” refers to
the Cross port. Insertion losses are simulated to be 0.02,
0.07, 0.18 and 0.32 dB for TE0–TE3 modes, respectively. The
mode crosstalks for all modes are lower than −23 dB. High
uniformities in teams of coupling ratio and insertion
loss for all modes ranging from 1500 to 1600 nm can
be observed, indicating excellent performance of the
proposed structure.

2.2 90° bend
Being different from the arc-shaped waveguide utilized in
conventional single-mode ring resonator, specific bend is
required to support multi-mode transmission identically,
and this is challenging due to the severe mode crosstalk.
Conventional method is to engineer the mode effective
indices for adiabatic transmission in bend waveguide [14].
However, the design of such a structure is complex and
time consuming, which makes supporting more modes
extremely hard.
To change propagation direction of light in free space
geometric optics, a mirror is generally used. Here, we could
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metallic-dielectric coating, respectively. At the interface
of TIR mirror, the light propagation ﬁeld will decay exponentially and extend into the trench perpendicularly.
Optical power will pass the trench and transmit into the
Through port partially, while the rest power will be reﬂected to the Cross port at the interface. Thus, the coupling
ratio can be controlled by selecting appropriate trench
width G.
To realize sufficient coupling into the MMRR, coupling
ratio for the TE0–TE3 modes with different trench widths
are calculated and shown in Figure 2(b). Light is lunched
into the In port, then monitored at the Cross port and
Through port. In the legend “0-T”, “0” stands for TE0 mode,
while the letter “T” refers to the Through port. To obtain a
coupling ratio of 1:9, the trench width G is chosen to be
215 nm. Thus, the corresponding coupling efﬁciencies for
TE0–TE3 modes are 0.3348, 0.3391, 0.3444 and 0.3521,
respectively. The coupling efﬁciency of the FTIR coupler is
dependent on the trench gap and depth. For our MMRR
design, the designed coupling efﬁciency of ∼10% is enough
to obtain appropriate bandwidth and extinction ratio. By
engineering the gap or shallow etching structure, different
coupling ratio could be achieved. Please note that the
slight difference among all modes is caused by the pinhole
diffraction, which introduces the mode-dependent loss.
The light propagations for TE0 and TE3 modes are shown in
Figure 2(c) and (d), representing the lowest and highest
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Figure 2: (a) Structure of the coupling region. (b) Simulated transmission efficiency for TE0–TE3 modes with different trench gaps. Simulated
light propagations for (c) TE0 and (d) TE3 mode input and corresponding transmission spectra for (e) TE0 and (f) TE3 mode input from 1500 to
1600 nm.
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also design the 90° bend by utilizing a waveguide-based
TIR mirror. Figure 3(a) illustrates the schematic of our
proposed multi-mode 90° bend on SOI waveguide. Critical
angle θc of TIR for TE0–TE3 modes at 1550 nm are calculated and shown in Figure 3(b). For the bus waveguide with
W = 15 μm, the critical angles for the four modes tend to be a
uniform value of 30.5°. In order to form the ring loop, the
incident angle θ is chosen to be 45°, which is far beyond
the critical angle. Figure 3(c) and (d) shows the simulated
light propagation in 90° bends for TE0 and TE3 at 1550 nm,
respectively. The transmission spectra from 1500 to
1600 nm are also calculated, as shown in Figure 3(e). Results indicate insertion loss for TE0–TE3 modes are ∼0.019,
0.067, 0.15 and 0.27 dB, respectively. Crosstalks for all
modes are lower than −25 dB within the 100 nm wavelength
range.

2.3 MMRR
Based on the two key elements discussed above, an MMRR
can be formed. In order to characterize the MMRR, the drop
port transmission spectra for TE0–TE3 modes within one
FSR are simulated, as the solid lines illustrated in Figure 4.
Additionally, in order to investigate the performance
considering fabrication errors, we fabricate the reference
multi-mode coupler and 90° bend. By extracting measured

insertion losses of the reference devices, round-trip parameters are updated, and thus transmission spectra
considering the fabrication errors are re-calculated. The
insertion loss of the coupling region for TE0–TE3 modes are
measured to be 1.2 1.4, 1.8 and 2.4 dB, respectively. While
the insertion loss of the 90° bend for TE0–TE3 modes are
measured to be 0.04 0.12, 0.21 and 0.52 dB, respectively.
The updated transmission spectra considering fabrication
errors are shown as the dash lines in Figure 4. In the legend
“00-S” and “00-M”, the ﬁrst “0” stands for the input TE0
mode, while the second “0” stands for the output TE0
mode. “S” stands for the simulation without fabrication
loss being taken into account, while “M” stands for the
simulation with measured fabrication loss being considered. To be noted, the curves labelled “23-M” and “23-S”
present the highest crosstalk among all instances.
For the circumstance without fabrication errors being
included, the simulated results indicate insertion loss for
TE0–TE3 modes are ∼0.35, 1.1, 2.26 and 3.66 dB, respectively. Insertion loss is attributed to the round-trip light
propagation. Thanks to a wilder waveguide structure utilized for the MMRR, propagation loss could be ignored.
Insertion loss is mainly caused by the scattering at the TIR
mirror surface. Taking Goos–Hänschen shift into consideration and utilizing optimized bend structure could
reduce the interface scattering, and thus improve the
insertion loss [30]. To be noted, the phase shift caused by
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Figure 3: (a) Structure of the 90° bend with TIR. (b) Simulated critical angle for TE0–TE3 modes with different waveguide widths at 1550 nm.
Simulated light propagations for (c) TE0 and (d) TE3 mode input and corresponding transmission spectra for (e) TE0 and (f) TE3 mode input from
1500 to 1600 nm. In the legend “01”, “0” stands for the input TE0 mode, while “1” stands for the output TE1 mode.
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Figure 4: Simulated transmission spectra of the MMRR for TE0–TE3
mode input within one FSR with (dash lines) and without (solid lines)
considering the fabrication loss.

the Goos–Hänschen shift will lead to slightly different FSRs
for different modes. In our design, the Goos–Hänschen
shift for mode TE0 and TE3 is 175.94 and 176.73 nm, leading
to a difference of ∼0.001 nm on FSRs. To reduce this
difference, waveguide structure could be further optimized
for lower modal dispersion, e.g. by utilizing wider or
smaller index-contrast waveguide under the premise of
TIR. Meanwhile, difference of insertion losses among all
modes, i.e. the mode dependent loss, is mainly introduced
by the pinhole diffraction, which could be alleviated by
adopting a wider waveguide. Crosstalks for all modes are
lower than −15 dB. Thanks to the similar effective indices
for all modes, similar FSRs around 6.65 nm for all modes
can be observed, indicating a good performance for the
proposed MMRR. For the circumstance with fabrication
loss being involved, insertion losses for TE0–TE3 modes are
updated to be ∼3, 4.46, 6.21 and 9.92 dB, respectively. To
be noted, the additional loss is mainly caused by the
fabrication errors of the trench, which can be reduced by
optimizing the fabrication tolerance of the multi-mode
coupling regions.
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heater and the waveguides. The metal Au electrode is
sputtered on a separate layer, realizing the connection to
the external electrical source with TiN heaters. The width of
multimode waveguide is designed as 15 μm. To form the rib
waveguide, full etching is adopted. And the trench gap of
the coupling region is chosen to be 215 nm. In order to tune
the resonant wavelength of MMRR, an integrated Ti heater
is fabricated on top of the MMRR. The thickness and
the width of the heaters are 130 nm and 4 µm, respectively.
The heating efﬁciency is measured to be 35 mW/FSR. The
narrower heater leads to the uneven heat distribution for
different modes, and thus the resonance wavelength tuning for each mode will be different. Optimization on heater
structure could be further performed to mitigate this issue.
The grating couplers (GCs) are used to couple light into and
out of the chip. Adiabatic linear tapers with a length of
600 µm are fabricated to connect the mode mux/demux
and MMRR. It can be signiﬁcantly shortened by utilizing
speciﬁc design [31]. The layout of the fabricated MMRR is
illustrated in Figure 5(a) and the zoomed-in view is shown
in Figure 5(b). Footprint of the fabricated MMRR is
40 µm × 40 µm. Four cascaded MMRRs are also fabricated,
the microscope image is shown in Figure 5(c). In order to
test the proposed MMRR, mode multiplexer and demultiplexer are adopted for TE0–TE3 mode excitation. The mode
(de)multiplexer utilized is formed by cascaded couplers,
and the operation principle is based on the adiabatic
mode evolution with two counter tapered waveguide [32].
The insertion losses for TE0–TE3 modes are measured to
be ∼0.7, 0.7, 1.4 and 1.8 dB, respectively, and the
mode crosstalk is ∼−12 dB in the wavelength range of
1520–1560 nm.

3 Fabrication
The proposed circuit is designed and fabricated based on
the SOI wafer with top silicon layer of 220 nm and SiO2
buried layer of 2 µm. The electron beam lithography (EBL)
and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching are used to
form the waveguide structure. A 1-μm thick SiO2 cladding
by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD)
covers the entire device, forming a buffer layer between the

Figure 5: (a) Microscope image of the fabricated MMRR. (b) Zoom-in
view. (c) Image of the fabricated cascaded MMRRs.
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4 Measurement and results
Broadband light source from 1530 to 1590 nm is launched
into the circuit. Assisted by the polarization beam splitter
and polarization controller, the linearly polarized input
can be achieved. A power meter is utilized to monitor the
output light while an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) is
used to measure the transmission spectra. Both single
MMRR and cascaded MMRRs are measured. Details of the
measured results are demonstrated and discussed in the
following sections.

4.1 MMRR for four modes
In order to verify the performance of the fabricated MMRR,
transmission spectra from 1530 to 1590 nm for signals injection with different modes are measured and shown in
Figure 6(a). To illustrate the results clearly, spectra within
one FSR are also demonstrated, as shown in Figure 6(b).
The spectra of different modes are intentionally detuned
for a better comparison.
The insertion losses for TE0–TE3 mode are measured to
be 4.85, 7.18, 11.5 and 11 dB, respectively. FSRs for TE0–TE3
mode are measured to be 6.4, 6.36, 6.41 and 6.35 nm. The
quality factors (Q-factors) for TE0–TE3 modes are measured
to be ∼7300, 5700, 4500 and 4800, respectively. Since the
Q factor is dependent to the round-trip loss and coupling
efﬁciency of the coupler, the low-loss bends and appropriate coupling gap could reduce the reﬂection and scattering loss efﬁciently, achieving a high Q factor. Extinction
ratio of more than 20 dB can be observed for all four modes.
Mode crosstalks for TE0–TE3 mode output are measured to
be −12, −8, −7 and −10 dB, respectively. Results of insertion
loss and FSR accord well with the simulation. FSRs with
high uniformity for all modes indicate that the mode
insensitive manipulation is successfully achieved. To be
noted, the measured crosstalk is larger than the simulated
value, and this is caused by the poor performance of the
mode multiplexer used in the scheme (−12 dB crosstalk). By

adopting better mode multiplexer, performance on crosstalk could be improved.

4.2 Cascaded MMRRs
Being commonly utilized as filters, modulators and WDM
demultiplexers [33, 34], cascaded ring resonators is regarded as an important architecture in single-mode regime. In
order to achieve those important functionalities in multimode regime, we further demonstrate the architecture of
four cascaded MMRRs experimentally. With the help of
on-chip mode mux/de-mux and adiabatic couplers, signals
with TE0 and TE1 mode are lunched into the cascaded
MMRRs from the input port and detected at the corresponding output ports, as shown in Figure 5(c). The
transmission spectra for four MMRRs from 1540 to 1560 nm
are measured and shown in Figure 7. In the legend “00-1”,
“00” stands for the TE0 mode input and output, while “1”
stands for the number of MMRR labelled in Figure 5(c).
Remarkable high uniformities for different MMRRs in terms
of FSR, extinction ratio and bandwidth can be observed
from the measured spectra, indicating a good potential for
multi-mode signal processing. The demonstrated cascaded
architecture can be further utilized in advanced WDM–
MDM transmission system.

Figure 7: Measured transmission spectra of the cascaded four
MMRRs for TE0 and TE1 mode input from 1540 to 1560 nm.

Figure 6: Measured transmission spectra of
the MMRR for TE0–TE3 mode input (a) from
1530 to 1590 nm and (b) within one FSR.
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5 Conclusion
In summary, we propose and demonstrate a silicon integrated multi-mode ring resonator. In analogy with the
free space geometric optics design, arbitrary number of
supporting modes can be achieved by simply widening the
waveguide width. The MMRR supporting four modes is
fabricated as a proof-of-concept demonstration. Measured
transmission spectra are in accordance with the simulation. High uniformities on FSR, insertion loss and crosstalk
indicate that the proposed mode insensitive manipulation
is successfully achieved. Furthermore, cascaded architecture of four MMRRs is demonstrated experimentally.
Measured transmission spectra indicate the good potential
for multi-mode signal processing.
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